Reflection

Book & Blackboard & Contents
ability to run a program

another word for programmer

complex by a programmer

wanted

One of a kind

execute

2 machines

results
Bootstrap loader loads other programs. It is a program (loader) that loads itself to copy from storage to memory.
Boot loader → loader
loads or compiles
makes the PC point to the first instruction
execute it
Computer -> read source code
-> memory
-> convert to machine
-> write to disk
Call Load

Resident monitor

→ runs 1 program at a time

→ needs human input

→ also needs protection & control
Privileged model

Supervised encoder

\downarrow

CfA processor

memory processor

presentation
4. The system

3. Increasing buffer size and memory allocation

2. Multithreading application

1. Presentation & search
2. Set of functions

3. Support Procedural

Kernel

4. Reference (resident in memory)

What is an operating system?
3. Resource Manager

- CPU
- Memory
- Secondary storage
- Network

+ ?
Jusmediam e change price register

\[ \text{Price} \]

\[ \frac{\text{Bou}}{\text{Bar}} \]
Status Register

1 = pro
0 = not proc
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